
Aesthetic Value and Hindustani Sangeet
as A Vehicle of Culture l

S.K. SAXENA

Quite a few important concepts have to be clarified in dealing with the subject chosen .

So it would dul y serve to proj ect what these are . as also the order in which they are

to be thought about, if I listed them succi nctly as follow s:

As it relates fa Hind ustani Songeet. aesthetic vatue is the agreeable f eeling (in its

various degrees o f inten seness and emotional colour ) as it may accompany or result fr om
our percipient (discriminative), determinate, disinterested and open-minded atten tion to

what is or appears to be there as a local or regional feat ure of the ongoing fl ow and overa ll

fonn (as against content ) of the mu sic. dan ce or rhythm co ntemplated . Cu lture, on the other

hand, may here be taken (in the speci fic yet widely acknowl edged sense) as appreciation
ofan , music, literature etc.'

Now, in respect of the very opening concept, two que stions may be put at once. Why do

I preface the word sangeet with Hindustani, and does it not loo k a little venturesome to try

to deal (in just a single essay) with such a big concept as sangeet, as against music alone

which co uld facili tate pointed attention because of its relatively narrow compass? To both

que stions, however, my answer is ready. I foc us on Hindustani mu sic alone, because I am

still very far from becoming an authentic contemplator of Carnatic mu sic which abo unds in

sub leties ; and I fee l ju sti fied in speaking of sangeet qu ite generally because, ho wever

distinc t be thei r individual character, vocal and instru men tal music. Tab la rhythm , and

Kathak dance all part ake of a common element. that is, laya or aesthe tic pace . \Vhat we

speak o f as tala is nothing but layal as measured and made art iculate with the help of beats.

boi-s. seg ments, emphases and determinate moments of vacancy (~). I may add that

tonal sweetne ss is a prime requirement of Tabla-playing 100, and that the nritya part of 3

Kathak d ance rec ita l freely avail s o f ' acco mpanying' vocal mu sic as well .

As for the next key concept. aesthetic value, it would make for clarity if! deal t individually

with the two wo rds it comprise s. Now, the aesthetic is not the same thing as what we call

artistic, and it is easy to distinguish the two. One admitted meaning of the word aesthetic
is: 'related to the theoretical discipline known as aesthet ics' . The word artistic is never

used in this sense. Further, as Roman Ingarden has po inted out, the word artistic means

'relating to the making of a work of art'; and aesthetic means 'relating to the contemplation
of a work of an ' . Th us, whereas on the one ha nd we speak of artistic skill and devices, on

the other we speak of aes the tic attitude, aesthetic experien ce, and aesthetic point ofl'ie'Y.'
all sig nifying such ways o f being concerne d with works of art as are not importantly or
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directly related to the process of creating art. However. in spite of all that distinguishes
them, the two freely go together. A sculptor's attempt to so refine his material-be it wood
or marble-that it may become smooth enough to look winsome in the completed work, is

clearly an artistic device; but if, as incorporated in the completed figure, it appears to us like

living feminine flesh, the look will be an aesthetic semblance".
The world of art, I may add, abounds in such aesthetic semblances or virtual elements.

Before, however, I exemplify them I think it necessary to pose and address a question. Why
am I taking pains to be so particular about the precise meanings of words such as artistic
and aesthetic which are freely used in our daily talk about art? My answer is: they are often

used glibly and this bars the way to clear understanding. I want this article to be an essay
in philosophical aesthetics which dominates the West in its theoretical concern with the

arts today, but which is yet to burgeon in our country. There, they are serious even about

the aesthetics of rehearsals. Here, even our classical dances, all alike replete with beauty of
posture and movement, are yet to be subjected to aesthetic analysis': and if it be wondered
as to why such analysis has to be philosophical, the answer could easily be that, following

the well-known dictum of William James, philosophy today is very much more a determined

attempt to think clearly than anything else.
To turn now, at some length, to semblances in the world of art, it is easy to give examples.

The distance or recessiveness that we may (seem to) see in quite a few landscape paintings
that is, some figures' appearing close to us and others looking far away-is surely not

actual. We never think of measuring this seeming (or virtual) distance with the help of a
tape. Quite a few paintings relating to the Resurretion of Christ have been so deftly made

that the lean graceful figure really seems to be off the ground and aloft. In an Odissi
presentation, now and then, the tribhangi is statuesquely still, but it never fails to suggest

movement, because of its curvilinear stance. Nor is our vocal music deficient in the kind of
semblances we have been talking of, though as things stand today, they are, as a rule, only

heard and appreciated, not understood as semblances. What is more, here too-c-that is, in
the region of music-the aesthetic and the artistic tend to go together. Making the vocal

. volume surge and ebb very gently is an artistic device, but the concomitant look of a rise

and fall of feeling is clearly just an aesthetic semblance, for the locus of real feeling is the
human heart, not any quiver of strings or vocal intonation. But whatever be the way (or
device) of their evocation, it is mainly such semblances that make a music recital memorable,

and not merely acceptable. As I say so, I cannot help recalling two powerful instances of

music's amazing capacity to conjure up appearances that seem to be there overpoweringly,
but are not-and cannot be-there literally. One of these is Ustad Dabeer Khan's (Veena)

playing of Bilaskhani Todi, as a National Programme ofAll India Radio in May 1956; and the

other is the 'senior' Dagar Brothers' (that is, ofUstads Nasir Moinuddin and Nasir Aminuddin

Dugar's) vocal rendering of soordiisi malhiirin the Vishnu Digambar Jayanti of 1957. Of the
first of these, the first fifteen or twenty minutes of (opening) iiliipa struck me as an awesome

torrent of melodic billows (not mere waves) that surged up and receded in the depths of the
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melody, instead of merely skimm ing the notes of the ruga in varying successiveness; and,
to tum now to the second one , when the elder brother (Moinuddin) began laying out the
canvas of his gamak-ang iiliipa, the impact was sublime unmistakably. that is. such a mix of
wonder, rapturous delight. and a little strain on my apprehending powers that I at once felt
subdued and upraised. as one may do in contemplating God 's surpassing attributes during
moments of soulful prayer. Surprisingly. the impact was (more or less) similar on a friend
sitting by my side, though he did not know even the names ofth e basic svaras, as sa. re, go.
mo. When I asked him as to how he was feeling, his ready answer was: " I feel like standing
by the vast spread of an ocean or at the foot of a towering mountain" ,

Here, at once, I find it relevant to go back to the following words in this article 's very
opening para: 'aesthetic value is the agreeab le feeling in its various degrees ofint enseness

and emotional colour '. Value is the quality of being desirable--desirable not in the sense
of capable of being desired, for even ignoble objectives can be desired, but as worthy of
being aimed at and striven after. Now. to speak quite generally. whatever appears thus

desirable to us is at once felt as likeable: hence the words agreeable feeling in the extract
ju st cited. What. however. is more noteworthy for the purpose of this essay is that our
positive reaction to ongoing music Can either be main ly cognitive or patently emotive"; and
that where it is emotive it can either besimply joyful or one of sublime or exalted satisfaction
as already explained in my reference to the veenaand iiliipa recitals. By a merely cognitive
reaction of approval . on Ihe e ther hand, I mean the feeling which accompanies the quiet
awareness that the chosen raga-ta la fabric is duly kept to, or that the vocalist is adhering
duly to the distinctive gdyaki of the gltariind which he claims to represent. Such a recital is
just acceptable, not admirable. On the other hand, though one cannot accept the extreme
definition of an as mnemonics of the beautiful, it is unquestionable that music which is of
the very best qual ity often keeps reverberating in our memory. and so exalts us during
actual conte mplation that as we step out of the auditorium and re-enter humdrum life, we
feel a little maladj usted. if moment arily. In euher Case. however. our attitude has to be

disinterested, surely not in the sense of being indifferent to what meets the ear. but rather
as being free from determination by any self-referent concern, Here, thoughts such as the
following have to be firmly put out of court: "Is such listening going to help me at all in
improving the research thesis I am presently working on?"; "My daily work schedu le is
already so packed with business engagement which may lead to some solid profit ; why
should I waste time in attending to something so ephemeral as a mere ninety-minute mirage
of sheer tonal ju gglery and reiterative taps?". Aestheticians put the matter thus: "The
aesthetic attitude is quite independent of considerations of both utility and actual exisrence'".
The view is widely accepted, but some remarks still seem necessary to make it look plausible
to the average reader. \Vhy do aesthetician insist that the aesthetic attitude is independent
of considerations of both utility and actual existence? The answer simply is that whatever
we regard as useful in the everyday sense is either actually there or can come to exist. And,
keeping the general run of our lives in view, if it be contended that an attitude which cares
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nei ther for utility nor for actual existence is simply bizarre . our reply could readil y be that
real life actua lly abounds in moments when we adopt the attitude in question; and tha t to

ignore them is simply to take a truncated view of life. When we happily mimic the lisping
intonations of a child who has ju st begun to speak. do we ever wonder how it is going to
help us? And when we look at a rainbow enra ptured, is our de light in any way blighted by
the scien tific explanation that what appears to behanging in the heavens is no real existen t,

but just a mirage prod uced by some meteorological laws?
Thi s experience. however. is not wholly similar to our listen ing to music abso rbedly; and

how the two differ can be easily brought out. In looking at the rainbow we never take the
troub le of checking i f the different colours are correctly placed. But when we listen to music.

so percipient and discriminative is our attention al l along that if any particular s\'a ra is even
minimally off-key, or if the melodic flow shows j ust a minuscule deviation from the chosen

rhythmic pace, the blemish feels like ajab at the rasika's heart . Such percipience or acui ty of
perception which we call nigiih-and whic h, as I later hope to show, is the main factor wh ich

makes music an effective vehicle of culture as we have chosen to interpret the word

cannot be secured through an immediate effort of the will ; it is rather the cherishable fruit of
a long and loving, even reverent communion with the art over a period of years. Further,

though attention never keeps riveted to a single , changeless point, the little shifts involved
are much more explicit in listening to music, and are importantly determined by the art's own

nature as patently occurrent. We follow the course of music as it runs; and it is essential to
remember that what has been called tiidiitmya by our rasa theori sts is no mere coalescence

of two inert points, nor just a confl uence of two parallel, but separate passages, but an
intensely watchful exchange of what the art objec t has to offe r progressively, and how th is

aesthetic offering is seized, partl y contributed, and even anticipated by the rasika's tight
purs uance of the melodic flow or of the bandi sh as set in both raga and rhythm. Finally, our

listening to music is de terminate also in the sense that here we all alo ng ca re for the
definiteness with which what meets the ear ag rees with the gra mmatical demands of the

raga chosen and abstains from crossing over into the domains of 'neighbouring ' (3lm-"Ilm

<t) ragas. No such circums pectio n is needed whe n our heart ' leaps" up on beh old ing a

rainbow in the sky. However, in spite of all its determinateness, ou r attitude in listening 10

classical music has to remain unhardened or open to new impressions too, because a highly
gifte d and creative musician can always conjure up effects whic h are quite new to us.

The way is now paved to see how the percipience we have been talking of--that is,
unrel axing focusing of attention on the details of a presentation of Hindustani sangeet
can make for better appreciation of the beauty or significance of works in the region of othe r

arts , and so j ustify the view that music may well be regarded as an effec tive vehicle of
culture understood as refinement of our aesthet ic sensibility generally. Onl y one art may be

chose n for illu strating the point in question, say, the art of poetry, not only for the sake of

brevity, but beca use no specimen of any other art can be presented in writing. Consider, to
begin with, the following collocation of bois (or mnemon ics of rhythm):
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M ,",)~) (oNfiR 0l'llfiFl) (J!!\l!iR oNfiR oNfiR m'llfiR)

3 5 8 16

Here, as indica ted, the first of the four segments (all brac keted individually) contains just
three akshoras (letters); the second. five ; the third , eight; and the final one, as many as
sixteen. Now, if all the bol-s are properly recited as one runnin g yet gently segmented

co llocation, the whole string of bol-e will seem to be elongating itself. just because of the
rising ex tent of every successi ve seg ment, though its actual length will of course remain
quite unchanged ,

Now, with such a disposition of elements in mind , let us take a loo~ at the followin g lines
of Wordsworth :

And I've fell
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated tho ughts. a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused
A motion and a spirit tha t Impel s
All thi nking things . aJl object s or tho ught
And rolls through all things"

Keeping the (preceding) poetic context of these words in view, the poet may here be
taken to say that whereas in his younger years he used to be fascinated by the eye-catching

beauty of form and colour in the bosom of nature, as a mature person presently what he is
struck by is an intuitive feel that a ll this visible diversity is held as one by a \ .t'T)' \'ery deeply
embedded underrunning realit y. No w, to convey this sense of intense or surpass ing

internality, the poet does not use the words which I have put in italics, and which say what
they mean rathe r banally, but conveys the same sense with a subtle indirectness. by using

the four following words with an increasing filli ng of letters:

ill
3 =4

"=h
6

in te rfu sed .

to

even as, in dan cing a Kathak todd, the suggestion of ascending to, instead of just arriving
at the sarna may be evoked simply by gradually increas ing the power of the padchaps
(sounds of footfalls) of some 001·5 preceding the focal beat, or as the seriousness of an

utterance may be heightened just by the directed intentness of how one looks at the person
addressed. what is more, the arti stic device I have tried to highlight can also be used

oppositely and yet bear out the point I am seeking to make. Th is happens, for instance.
where another poe t. Matthe w Arnold, chooses 10 speak of recession of the "grating roar of
pebbles" at Dover Beach with

'tremulous ~ ~' IO

9 7 4

My Own experience is that if, by listenin g to recitals of rhythm frequentl y. the mind gets
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imbued with even such simple distinctions as the one between open (~) and closed (~)

bol-s such as tTl and N,or that which obtains between bol-s that call for some~ (emphasis)
and those that are to be marked delicately, though not cursorily, we may well be helped in

sensing the magic of some poetic lines with a little extra finesse. Consider, for instance, the

following couplet of Kabir:

'I'1f<r 'lOR m 'ITOi t )"i\ " .. aem
'ffi!T """ '"*", ...-mr W'm =1

What the whole couplet may be taken to say simply is that (as rightly understood) bhagati

(or devotion) is nothing but such a devout commitment to the Name as may infuse all the
three aspects of one's life and being-that is, thought, speech and action ('ffi!T, """, '"*");
and that all other ways of being devoted to the Lord are susceptible to infinite (or 3l'tlR)

suffering.However,whathere deservesnoticeis the fact that whatever is infinite is necessarily
mftq or limitless; that whatever is such has got to be taken as open (or unbounded); and
that, therefore, the three words that follow ~namely, lfliZlT, crrqr, Cfi1f~are all very

rightly chosen because, in so far as they all end with a khuld (open) bol (see,", "IT, 'IT), they

duly reinforce the sense of openness implict in the very meaning of the word arcm:. It is
hardly necessary to add that the triplet of such sounds not only heightens the words'
semantic significance but their very sonant openness.

Music makes us sensitive to the individual character of diverse sounds; words (as

recited) are sounds as well, besides being vehicles of meaning; and so it is no wonder that
long and loving experience of listening to music enables us to see how poets take care to

choose words that sound as they should, to chime with their poetic purpose. Thus, because

he is going to open his Ayodhya Kand with an account of the happy events that came in
the wake of Rama's marriage, this is how Tulsidas begins by making our ears receptive to
the very sound of the word Rama by using the letter r (t) in devout unrestraint:

'lit :F """ ""'" f.!;;r 'f! ¥ft wmt I

~ "l'R~ "I"<t, oft """" '"" <nfi:I'

What is more, even a single word may serve the poet's purpose duly if one of its letters
sounds as it should, to give due vent to what the poet wants us to visualize: Thus, though

the word that is commonly used with if<ff (or~) is~, not~, the poet may prefer to
use, as he does in the following couplet, (f5q to convey. in part through the heavy sound of
~, the agony and writhing (side-shuffling) in unrequited love:

'lWl: m., if "" "'" ""'"" f.to;ffi
"" '!iB qi\ _ "'" ~ "" f<l;-.rr I
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Intenseness, however. is not the only sensed quality of letters as uttered. Their sound may
even seem to incl ine or upgather itself; and this very appearance may serve to buttress the

overall image, effect or feel ing which a whole poetic line seeks to evo lve or express. Thus,
where Keats use s the following array of words in his famo us poem. Eve ofAgnes:

SI. Agnes'Eve-c-ab ! biller chill it was!
The owl for all its feathe rs was a-cold;

the very way in which the sound of owl acco mplishes itself. as an a:rr-~'R gathered up

together, reinforce s the image of the ow l's being ensconced in its feathery opulence. In very
much the same way. by virtue of the sonant incline of its closing letter, ~. the word~ in
the fo llowing poetic line of Surdas heightens the poet 's ow n devout sel f-surrende r:

Be it noted that if the word~ is avoided by replacing the present line with the following

one : OR:'! "'" ~ wrof. the effect in question will d isappear forthwi th. though the
rhythmic stretch will not suffe r any change. and the net meani ng will remai n a/most the
same .

I hasten to add tha t the impulse to such thinki ng arose from my repeated contemplation
of the Kathak pattern which opens as follows:

Sangeet also makes us realize the need to harmonize the basic taya of rhyth t.n with the
specific mood or emotions that go with its verbal content; and this specific awareness can
make us choose the pro per pace at which a poetic piec e is to be recited . The follow ing well

known couplet of the Urdu poet Mir eas ily admi ts of read ing at the swinging madhya Iaya

pace of tritiila; but if this particular lava (pace) is here chosen for recitat ion, it will only

serve to blight the languorous forlornness which the poet here visuali zes:

'«It- '«It. '1."'-'f'l 1m'! 0'llU "" t

"" " "", '.l" it " "", ." m'"" "" t

Such riches of aest hetic sensitiveness may not be as wid ely recognized as "riches of the
spirit' embalmed in Biblical lore or as daiv i-sampodd in the Gila ; but they are surely cherished

by rasikas as a kind of inne r plenitude. Like spiritual ones. the riche s occurring from a
loving communion with art do not come about suddenly or at our beck and cal l; but whereas

the former demand the long prior practice ofethico-religious disci pline. the latter result from
a meticulous exerci se of perci pience ove r a number of years. Th is att itude is no thing bUI

acutene ss in perceiving the minutest detail of whateve r is heard or seen,-say, in the visual
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arts. It is precisely this exercise whi ch has enabled me to seize the very running process of

abstraction which is nowhere directly observable in the region of art except in that Kathak

numbe r which is called bhdva-batdnii, and which is now facing virt ual extinct ion.

I may illustrate the point by making a comparative reference to two different arts wh ich

are, however, both alike occurrent, namely, film and dance. Both are watched by us a
con fluence; bu t whereas the form er is admirably suited to show the gra dua l exaltation of a

man's popu larity or moral stature, the latter alone can present to us, directly and by degrees,
the distillation. so to say. of the way of expressing the meanin g or bhdvii of a particular text.

In Attenboroug h' s Gandhi the Mahatma is first addressed (by Bri tish agents) as Gandhi

bokra (goat, to besacrificed?); then. in subsequent appearance s. as Afr Gandhi. Gandhi Sir.
until it all culminates in the court scene which shows the judge. along with all o thers there

in the room. risin g in orchestrated deference, as it were, whe n the grea t man steps in

uprightly, unperturbed. The Kathak number, to which I now tum, formed the afternoon

session of a semi nar at Kathak Kendra (in New Delhi) many years ago. The artist was the

Kathak maestro, Lacchu Maharaj, and the text that he set out to explicate through a var iety

of posture s and gestures began as: ~ m ~ (air 'f<:lTlt) . Now, the opening gestures,

used as vehicles of expression, were all quit e ordinary, such as the curvilinear wave of a

gently projected arm to serve as the index of a winding way, or the incurving jerk of some

protrud ed fingers, to signify 'why'. But, after a deft. gradual whittling of such visible means

of express ion, the Maharaj rose to signify 'why' through a gentle upward jerk of the eyebrows,

furrowing the forehead visibly. if slightly; and the way-srn:, wh ich is to be traversed
through a qui ck, little left-right roll ing of the eyeballs .

In the endI may clear a doubt which is likely to linge r in the reader's mind in spite of all

that I have said abo ut my memorable experiences as a listener. Am] justified in pre ssing the

real-apparent or actual-virtual distinction in respect o f music? My ready answer is: the

d istinction is implic it in the way we talk. about the very basics of music. Consider, for

instance. the way in which the ind ividual s\'ara has bee n taken trad itionally. It has been

defined as that which shines or reigns ove r o ur mind s who lly by itself: S1'Omel"O r iij a te, AI
first sight it surely seems fair to say so. Ifone 's voice is good and a si ngle S1"Ora is intoned

tunefully, it will surely appeorto be beauti ful in itself. But th is mere appearance is not reality

at all; for howsoever good be a sing er's voice, a note ca nnot appear beautiful unl ess it is

placed at the right intervallic distan ce from its me lodic neighbours on either side. In other

words, it is no t actually beautiful entirely by itself. Its existence is relation al ; only its

aesthetic look is independent. So the actual-virtual or real-apparent distinc tion tru ly holds

here. Analytic thinking , on which phi losoph ical aesthetics is so emphatic today, nee d not
be out of bounds to our own music, rhythm. and danc e.
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NOTES

II

1. This essay is modified and enlarged version of the talk that I have on 16.11.07 as a participant in
the Keshav Smriti Adhyaya 2007, organized jointly by Sangeet Natak Akademi and Kaladhanni
(New Delhi, Nov. 16-18, 2007). I must thank Mrs. Rita Kothari for inviting me to speak on this
occasion.

2. As we know, the other widely acknowledged meaning of culture is: 'the customs, ideas, values etc.,
of a particular civilization, society, or social group, especially at a particular time'.

3. Laya may be translated as aesthetic pace, that is, pace as regulated with a view to produce effects
of even flow, steadfastnes, or variform but designed passage generally.

4. The particular semblance has been found to distinguish some works of the famous French sculptor
Auguste Rodin, noted for his portrayal of the human form. His works include The Kiss (1886). The
Thinker (1905)

5. I say so because, to the best of my knowledge, my book: Swinging Sylables: Aesthetics of Kathak
Dance (Sangeet Natak Akademi, 1991; Reprinted in 2006) is the only book so far on any Indian
classical dance written in the way of contemporary philosophical aesthetics.

6. I may add, at this point, that according to such a great vocalist of yesteryear as Ustad Alladia Khan
Saheb, 'only that music is saccha gana (true singing) which moves the listeners to tears'. S.K.
Haldankar: Aesthetics of Agra and Jaipur Traditions, Popular Prakashan, 2001, p.69.

7. This indeed is the view of quite a few philosophers of art from Kant to Jerome Stolnitz.

8. The reference here is to Wordsworth's well-known poem on 'a rainbow'.

9. These lines have been taken from Wordsworth's poem, Lines composed a Few Miles Above Timan
Abbey, lines 95-104.

10. Here I refer to Matthew Arnold's poem, Dover Beach. The words here cited occur as follows:

... the grating roar

Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling

At their return, up the high strand,

Begin, and cease.;

With tremulous cadence slow, and bring
(9) (7) (4)

The eternal not of sadness in .


